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1. Introduction 

The stereoregularity of polyolefins is one of their important characteristics that regulate 
their physical properties. Since Natta et al. successfully synthesized isotactic polypropylene 
having high stereoregularity,[1] many investigations have been reported, not only from the 
viewpoint of stereoregular polymerization, but also with regard to the molecular structure 
based on the stereoregularity. Isotactic polystyrene (iPS) is one of the earliest stereoregular 
polymers synthesized using the Ziegler-Natta catalyst in 1955.[2] The stereoregular 
repeating unit allows it to form a crystal with 3/1 helical structure. Syndiotactic polystyrene 
(sPS), the counterpart of iPS, was first synthesized by Ishihara et al. in 1986.[3]  

One of the most attractive features of this material is that there exists polymorphic 
structures. It has been reported that there are five crystalline modifications. The α [4-8] and 
β [9, 10] forms consist of a planar zigzag chain with period of 5.1 Å, whereas the γ [11-13], δ 
[14-17], and ε [18-20] forms adopt a helical structure with a trans-trans-gauche-gauche (ttgg) 
conformation, having a period of 7.7 Å. The crystal with an all-trans conformation is a 
thermally stabilized form induced above about 180 °C and its high melting temperature 
around 270 °C is expected to be useful as an engineering plastic. The ttgg conformation is 
induced by the presence of organic solvents such as aromatic and chlorinated compounds 
and crystals of both the δ- and ε-forms are characterized by the formation of complex 
structures containing solvent molecules. The difference between these crystalline forms is 
that δ-sPS is formed by casting from solution or exposing it to the vapor of organic 
compound, whereas ε-sPS is formed by treating γ-sPS in chloroform. The molecular dipoles 
of guest molecules in the crystal units are respectively perpendicular and parallel to the 
chain axis of δ- and ε-sPS. It is worth noting that a nanoporous structure in these crystals 
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can be prepared by removing the incorporated solvent in acetone or supercritical carbon 
dioxide (scCO2). [21-25]  

Similar molecular structures have been reported for syndiotactic poly(p-methylstyrene) 
(sPPMS); the all-trans conformation (forms III, IV, and V) induced by annealing, and the ttgg 
conformation (forms I and II) induced by organic solvents. [26-28] In addition, three 
clathrate forms of α-, β-, and γ-classes which contain solvent in the crystal unit have been 
reported. The α and β class clathrates have a ttgg conformation with a period of 7.8 ± 0.1 Å. 
[29-32]The t6g2t2g2 conformation γ class clathrate has a period of 11.7 ± 0.1 Å. [33] A porous 
crystalline structure can be constructed in a crystal with the ttgg conformation by removing 
the solvent. However, this solvent-depleted crystal is unstable, being readily collapsed on 
removing the solvent.[34] 

One of the most important features of sPS and sPPMS is their abilities to form nanoporous 
structures. The nanoporous structure of δe-sPS, in particular, is a very attractive morphology 
for the absorption of specific compounds. Many investigations have been carried out on the 
sorption and desorption kinetics of liquid organic compounds, such as 1,2-dichloroethane, 
and also gases such as CO2. [35, 36] The absorption rate of solvent molecules was enhanced 
by a porous aerogel with a mesh structure, which was prepared by treating the sPS gel in 
scCO2.[37-39] The relationship between the size of the solvent molecule and the cavity 
volume of δe-sPS was reported by Tsujita et al. [40-43] It was shown that the cavity volume 
of δ-sPS is reduced after extracting the solvent molecules.  

Our research group reported that the pore dimension can be regulated by the size of the 
solvent molecule, being larger for solvents with a larger molar volume. Furthermore, the 
absorption of linear and branched alcohols with four and five carbons depended on the 
molecular shape. [44] The alcohols with a bulk substituent, such as a methyl group, were 
impossible to incorporate in the pore because of their bulk. In addition, the absorption 
process of ethanol and butanols for sPS and sPPMS was investigated from the viewpoint of 
the pore size in the crystal. [34] The diffusion of ethanol into the large cavity pores of sPPMS 
was faster than that of sPS. A bulky alcohol, such as tert-butanol, was not absorbed by sPS 
but did incorporate into sPPMS.  

Our previous report concerned aliphatic alcohols.[44] In this report, the absorption of 
phenol in nanoporous crystals of sPS and sPPMS is investigated.  

2. Experimental section 

The sPS was supplied by Idemitsu Petrochemical Co. Ltd. The weight average molecular 
weight (Mw) and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were 2.4 × 105 and 2.3, respectively. The sPPMS 
was prepared using tetramethylcyclopentadienyl titanium trichloride (Cp*TiCl3) and 
methylaluminoxane (MAO) as a polymerization catalyst. The weight average molecular 
weight (Mw) and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were 5.8 × 105 and 1.6, respectively. Films of the 
two polymers were prepared as follows. A melt-quenched film was obtained by quenching 
in ice-water after melting at 280 °C. A cast-crystallized film was obtained by treating the film 
cast from m-xylene solution with scCO2. As described in our previous paper, [34] the cast-
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crystallized sPS and sPPMS from m-xylene adopt the δe-form and form I, respectively. The 
treatment in scCO2 was performed using a supercritical fluid apparatus (Jasco SCF-Get) 
under the mild conditions of 40 °C and 10 MPa. Sorption of phenol was carried out by 
soaking the sPS or sPPMS film a 5% aqueous solution of phenol.  

Infrared spectra were measured on a JASCO FT-IR660 Plus over the standard wavenumber 
range of 400 - 4000 cm-1. The film thickness was calibrated by the Lambert-Beer equation as 
follows. 

 A c l      (1) 

Here A, ε, c, and l denote the absorbance, absorption coefficient, molar concentration, and 
the path length, respectively. The following relationship between the absorbance and the 
film thickness was reported for sPS using the CH out-of-plane mode of the phenyl ring at 
1028cm-1 as an internal standard.[44]  

 2
1028 1.004 10A l      (2) 

In order to calibrate the film thickness for sPPMS, the 1022 cm-1 band, which does not 
depend on the crystalline form, was used. Figure 1 shows the absorbance of melt-quenched 
sPPMS at 1022 cm-1 against the film thickness, which was determined by a micrometer. The 
slope provided the following relationship. 

 2
1032 1.010 10A l      (3) 

From these relationships, the film thickness of sPS and sPPMS were estimated, respectively. 

 
Figure 1. Dependence of the absorbance of the OH stretching mode for phenol on path length. Nakaoki 
et al.  
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The degree of crystallinity was estimated by a flotation method. Water and tert-butanol were 
used for sPS as a mixed solvent. In the case of sPPMS, solvents with large molar volume 
such as 3-ethyl-3-pentanol and dimethysulfoxide (DMSO) were used as a mixed solvent. We 
confirmed by infrared spectroscopy that these solvents were not absorbed in the polymer 
films. The density was determined by a Lipkin-type pyknometer at 25 °C. The 
measurements were carried out three times and the average value was taken to estimate the 
crystallinity. The following equation was used to determine the crystallinity (χC).  

 C
C

a C

 


 





   (4) 

Here ρC and ρa denote the densities of crystalline and amorphous material, respectively and 
ρ is the observed density. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Absorption of phenol into the pores in crystals of sPS and sPPMS 

The sPS and sPPMS films were soaked in phenol solution for one week, and the infrared 
spectrum was remeasured. Figure 2 shows the infrared spectrum of the OH stretching mode 
of phenol. The absorption peak at 3540 cm-1 assignable to the H bond-free OH stretching 
mode was observed for the cast-crystallized sPS and sPPMS. This indicates that there is  
no interaction between phenol molecules, because each phenol molecule is isolated in a pore  
of the sPS and sPPMS crystal. Contrary to the cast-crystallized films, two peaks were  
observed for the melt-quenched films. In addition to the peak at 3540 cm-1, a  
broad absorption peak around 3300 cm-1, which is assignable to the OH stretching mode 
associated with a hydrogen bond was observed. This indicates that the phenol molecules 
exist in a non-crystalline region. The fact that the 3540 cm-1 band was also observed indicates 
that the crystallization proceeded to the δ-form, which then incorporated phenol into the 
crystal.  

Figure 3 shows the infrared spectra of the phenyl out-of-plane mode of sPS and sPPMS, 
before and after soaking in phenol solution. The peaks characteristic of the ttgg 
conformation at 572 cm-1 and 566 cm-1 for sPS and sPPMS are well-known to be very 
sensitive to the conformation. These peaks increased in intensity for both cast-crystallized 
and melt-quenched films after soaking in phenol solution. This is direct evidence that the 
crystal with a ttgg conformation was induced by the presence of phenol.  

The crystallinity of cast-crystallized δe-sPS and sPPMS was estimated by the flotation 
method. The calculated values are listed in Table 1. In general, the crystal takes a tightly 
packed structure so that the density of the crystal tends to be higher. However the densities 
of the cast-crystallized sPS and sPPMS films were lower than those of the amorphous 
polymer, because of the porous structure obtained after excluding solvent molecules. The 
crystallinity of the cast-crystallized sPPMS was as low as 4.7 %, which is in contrast to that  
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Figure 2. Infrared spectra for the cast-crystallized (a) and melt-quenched (b) sPS (A) and sPPMS (B) 
after soaking in a 5 wt% phenol aqueous solution for 24 h. The peaks at 3540 cm-1 and 3300 cm-1 are 
assignable to the OH stretching mode of phenol without, and with hydrogen bonding, respectively. 
Nakaoki et al. 

 

 
Figure 3. Infrared spectra of sPS (A) and sPPMS (B). The (a) and (b) spectra correspond to the cast-
crystallized films before, and after, soaking in a 5 wt% phenol aqueous solution, respectively. The (c) 
and (d) spectra correspond to the melt-quenched films, before and after, soaking in a 5 wt% phenol 
aqueous solution, respectively. Nakaoki et al. 

             (A)                 (B)

(A) (B)
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ρ (observed) 

g/cm3 
ρC 

g/cm3 
ρA 

g/cm3 
sPS 1.003 0.977 a) 1.055 b) 

sPPMS 1.010 0.815 c) 1.02 d) 

a) Ref. 25, b) ref. 45, c) ref. 32 and, d) ref. 31. 

Table 1. Densities of cast-crystallized sPS and sPPMS determined by the flotation method. 

of sPS at 38 %. As described in our previous paper,[34] a complex structure including a 
solvent molecule is a stable form for sPPMS, and the crystal would collapse on excluding the 
solvent. Although the crystallinity of the cast-crystallized sPPMS was very low, a porous 
structure remained, even after removing the solvent because the hydrogen-bond free OH 
stretching mode was observed for the cast-crystallized sPPMS, as shown in Fig. 2(B). Since 
the phenol molecule is incorporated in the crystal unit, the flotation method cannot be used 
to determine the crystallinity because the phenol comes out from the film. In order to 
estimate the crystallinity after soaking in phenol solution, the infrared spectrum was 
measured. As described above, the 572 cm-1 and 566 cm-1 bands for sPS and sPPMS are very 
sensitive indicators of the formation of the ttgg conformation in during crystallization. 
Therefore the relationship of the crystallinity with the absorbance at 572 cm-1 for sPS (A572) 
and 566 cm-1 for sPPMS (A566) was estimated as follows. 

 2
572( ) 1.66 10C sPS A       (5) 

 2
566( ) 8.14 10C sPPMS A       (6) 

The increase in crystallinity after soaking in phenol solution was estimated using these 
equations and is shown in Table 2. The crystallinity changed from 38 to 52 % for sPS and 
from 4.7 % to 6.5 % for sPPMS after soaking in phenol solution. In our previous paper 
concerning the absorption of aliphatic alcohols in sPS and sPPMS,[34] there was no trace of 
further crystallization. Phenol is basically a poor solvent for these polymers, but it was 
established that the crystallization can be promoted by soaking in the phenol solution.  
 

 
Crystallinity / % 

before after 
sPS/m-xylene cast 38 52 
sPPMS/m-xylene cast 4.7 6.5 
Melt-quenched sPS 0 7.2 
Melt-quenched sPPMS 0 1.3 

Table 2. Crystallinity before and after soaking in a 5 % phenol aqueous solution. 

3.2. Diffusion coefficient of phenol in the crystal pores 

Figure 4 plots the absorbance of the OH stretching mode of phenol at 3540 cm-1 depending 
on the time soaked in the phenol solution. The time dependence of the band at 3540 cm-1 
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corresponds to the diffusion of phenol in the pores of crystal. The absorption was slow and 
took as long as a few days. The diffusion coefficient (D) can be estimated from the following 
Fickian equation. 

 
0

4c Dt

c d 
 

  
 

   (7) 

Here d is the film thickness, and c and c0 denote the concentration at time t and the 
equilibrium state, respectively. The concentration can be replaced by the absorbance using 
the Lambert-Beer equation (1)  

 
0

4I Dt

I d 
 

  
 

  (8) 

 
Figure 4. Absorbance of the OH stretching mode of phenol free from hydrogen bonding depending on 
the time soaked in a 5 wt% phenol aqueous solution. The ■ and ● notations indicate the cast crystallized 
and melt-quenched sPS, while □ and ○ represent the cast-crystallized and melt-quenched sPS, 
respectively. Nakaoki et al. 

Here, Io and I denote the absorbance at the equilibrium state and the observed absorbance, 
respectively. Figure 5 plots the normalized intensity I/Io against t1/2. The diffusion coefficient 
was estimated from the initial slope and is listed in Table 3. The diffusion coefficient of the 
cast-crystallized sPPMS was about 4 times larger than that of the cast-crystallized sPS. This 
can be explained by the large pores present in the sPPMS crystal because of the existence of 
the methyl group attached to the phenyl group. As for the melt-quenched films, the 
diffusion was much faster than that of the cast-crystallized films. This is because there is no 
hindrance, such as transformation of a crystal, to the movement of a phenol molecule. In 
addition, the non-crystalline chain has a large free volume so that the solvent molecules 
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tended cause a transformation in the film with ease. When the diffusion of phenol was 
compared to that of ethanol [33], the diffusion coefficient of phenol is roughly two orders 
smaller than that of ethanol. This can be interpreted as due to the different molecular size 
between phenol and ethanol. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Normalized absorbance of the OH stretching mode of phenol as a function of t1/2. The ■ and ● 
notations indicate the cast-crystallized and melt-quenched sPS and □ and ○ represent the cast-
crystallized and melt-quenched sPS, respectively. Nakaoki et al. 

 

 
Diffusion 
coefficient 

/ ×10-12 cm2s-1 

Absorbance at 
the equilibrium 

state 

Concentration 
/ × 10-4 mol cm-3 

Number of 
phenol in the 

pore 
sPS/m-xylene cast 2.3 0.47 4.37 1.2 
sPPMS/m-xylene 

cast 
8.2 0.30 2.80 2.0 

Melt-quenched 
sPS 

55 0.25 2.12 1.2 

Melt-quenched 
sPPMS 

320 0.13 1.23 4.4 

Table 3. Diffusion coefficient of phenol in the pore of sPS and sPPMS, and IR absorbance and 
concentration of phenol at the equilibrium state. The number of phenol molecules in the pores was 
calculated from the concentration of phenol at the equilibrium state.  

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the absorbance became constant after a few tens of days. The 
absorbance of the 3540 cm-1 band at the equilibrium state is listed in Table 3. The equilibrium 
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state for the cast-crystallized sPS provided the highest absorbance of these films. This 
indicates that the incorporation of phenol molecules in the crystal was the largest, 
corresponding to the high crystallinity of the cast-crystallized δe-sPS. The number of phenol 
molecules in the pores of crystals can be estimated by the absorbance at the equilibrium 
state. According to Lambert-Beer’s law, the absorbance is in proportional to the 
concentration. In order to estimate the concentration of phenol in the pores of sPS and 
sPPMS, the absorption coefficient of the hydrogen bond-free OH stretching mode is 
required. However, normal phenol is hydrogen bonded. So, in order to obtain the required 
coefficient, each phenol molecule must be isolated from the others. The same problem 
occurred in the work described in our previous paper which reported the incorporation of 
ethanol molecules into the pores of cast-crystallized sPS and sPPMS.[34] In that case, the 
absorption coefficient of the hydrogen bond-free OH stretching mode of ethanol was 
estimated by diluting the ethanol in toluene. Following this method, toluene was used here 
as a diluent in order to cancel the interaction between phenol molecules. Figure 6 shows 
infrared spectra of 5% phenol in aqueous solution, the cast-crystallized sPS film after 
soaking in phenol solution and a 1 % phenol in toluene solution. The OH stretching mode in 
the aqueous solution was a broad peak due to hydrogen bonding around 3300 cm-1. 
However the OH stretching mode diluted by toluene provided a sharp peak at 3540 cm-1, 
which is identical with that in the pore of cast-crystallized δe-sPS. This shows that the phenol 
is isolated from others by toluene molecules. Therefore the absorption coefficient of the 
hydrogen bond-free OH stretching mode of phenol was estimated by that of the 
phenol/toluene solution.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Infrared spectra of the OH stretching mode of phenol: (a) a 5 wt% phenol aqueous solution, 
(b) cast-crystallized sPS after soaking in 5 wt% phenol aqueous solution, and (c) a 1 v/v% phenol in 
toluene solution. Nakaoki et al. 
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Figure 7 plots the absorbance of the OH stretching mode of phenol in the 1 % phenol in 
toluene solution as a function of path length. The absorption coefficient was estimated to  
be 2.44×10-3. This value was applied to estimate the molar concentration of phenol in the 
pore of cast-crystallized δe-sPS and sPPMS. The molar concentration of phenol at 
equilibrium state is listed in Table 3. The concentration of phenol in the sPS/m-xylene cast 
film was the largest of the four films. Since the concentration was estimated from the 3540 
cm-1 hydrogen bonding-free band, these solvent molecules were absorbed in the pores of 
crystal. If the crystallinity is known, the number of phenol molecules in the pores of the 
crystals can be calculated. So the next section will deal the quantification of phenol 
molecules in the pores. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Absorbance of the OH stretching mode of 1 v/v% phenol in toluene as a function of path 
length. The absorption coefficient was estimated to be 2.44 × 10-3 cm2/mol. Nakaoki et al. 

3.3. Number of phenol molecules in the pore of sPS  

The number of phenol molecules in the pores (nphe) was estimated from the concentration of 
phenol at the equilibrium state and the crystallinity. The sPS and sPPMS have one pore per 
four monomer units. As shown in our previous report,[34] the number of phenol molecules 
trapped in one pore can be estimated by the following equation. 

 
400 phe

phe
poly c

c
n

c 



   (9) 

Here cpoly and cphe denote the molar concentrations of polymer and phenol in the pores, 
respectively. These values were estimated using Lambert-Beer’s equation by converting 
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from the IR absorbance at the equilibrium state. Then the number of phenol molecules 
incorporated in the pores of sPS and sPPMS was calculated by eq. (9). The crystallinity of 
cast-crystallized sPS was 0.52 after soaking in phenol solution. When this value is used for 
the calculation, the number of phenol molecules in the pores was calculated to be 0.34.  

Daniel et al. reported that the stoichiometric ratio of the styrene monomeric unit and 
dichloroethane (DCE) in δ-sPS was 3.6 ± 0.3,[46] which corresponds to 1.1 molecules in 
one pore of the crystal unit. The number of solvent molecules can be predicted by the 
relationship between the volume of the solvent molecule and the pore size. Milano et al. 
reported that one DCE molecule of 0.125 nm3 is incorporated in the cavity volume of 0.151 
nm3 in the sPS/DCE system.[47] We reported that 1.9 ethanol molecules are incorporated 
in the pore of cast-crystallized δe-sPS.[34] Since the volume of ethanol is 0.061 nm3, 1.9 
ethanol molecules can be incorporated in the pore of δe-sPS with 0.115 nm3.[46] As the 
volume of a phenol molecule is 0.10 nm3, the pore size of cast crystallized δe-sPS is 
sufficient for one phenol molecule. Therefore the estimate of the incorporation of 0.34 
molecules in one pore must be too small. This might be interpreted as due to the 
difference between δe- and δ-sPS. Namely, the δe-sPS is prepared by evaporating the 
solvent molecules from δ-sPS, resulting in the pore size becoming smaller after removing 
the solvent. The pore size for δe-sPS of 0.115 nm3 is very close to the volume of a phenol 
molecule. Therefore the pore size of cast-crystallized δe-sPS would be too small for a 
phenol molecule to be incorporated. In fact the crystallinity increased from 38 % to 52 % 
by soaking in phenol solution. The increase in crystallinity is due to the crystallization to 
δ-sPS, which is characterized by a complex structure involving sPS and phenol. Therefore, 
the phenol molecules would be absorbed only in newly crystallized δ-sPS, not in the cast-
crystallized δe-sPS. When the number of phenol molecules is re-calculated using this 
hypothesis, the result was 1.2 phenol molecules in one pore. Judging from the pore size of 
δ-sPS, this is a reasonable value.  

In the case of melt-quenched sPS film, only δ-sPS is induced during the measurement. The 
degree of crystallinity increased from 0 to 7.2 %. Since all phenol molecules are incorporated 
in newly crystallized δ-sPS, the number of phenol molecules in a pore of δ-sPS was 
calculated to be 1.2, which is identical with the value estimated for the cast-crystallized sPS. 
Therefore we can conclude that it was impossible for the phenol molecule to be incorporated 
in the pores of cast-crystallized δe-sPS, and 1.2 phenol molecules were incorporated in the 
pore of newly crystallized δ-sPS during the measurement. 

3.4. Number of phenol molecules in the pore of sPPMS 

In contrast to sPS, sPPMS provided a different result. From the calculation using the 
crystallinity of 6.5 which corresponds to the value after soaking in phenol solution, the cast-
crystallized sPPMS incorporated 2.0 phenol molecules in one pore of the crystal, as shown in 
Table 3. This is almost twice the number of phenol molecules absorbed in sPS. This is 
because the pore size of sPPMS is larger than that of sPS because of the methyl group 
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attached to phenyl ring in sPPMS. According to Tarallo et al.,[32] the clathrate forms of α- 
and β-classes contain two and one guest molecules in the pore, respectively. They reported 
that nanoporous sPPMS cast-crystallized from o-xylene forms a α-class clathrate. So, the m-
xylene used in this study should induce the formation of α-class crystals. We also reported 
that 3.8 ethanol molecules were absorbed in the pores of sPPMS.[34] The volume of the 
phenol molecule is almost twice as large as that of the ethanol molecule. Since the 
calculation used the crystallinity obtained after soaking in phenol solution, the phenol 
molecules were incorporated not only in the pores of cast-crystallized sPPMS but also in 
those of the newly crystallized material. In the case of melt-quenched sPPMS, 4.4 phenol 
molecules were incorporated in the pore. This value is too high for the pore in sPPMS. In 
this melt-quenched material, the crystallinity was as low as 1.3 %. The infrared spectrum in 
Fig. 2(B) shows that the phenol molecule absorbed also in the non-crystalline region. Those 
phenol molecules would be hydrogen-bonded, but some of them might be isolated from the 
others. The contribution of these molecules to the 3540 cm-1 band will not be negligible. 
Therefore the number of phenol molecules in the pore might be overestimated; further 
study on this topic is required.  

3.5. Absorption in a mixed solution of phenol and ethanol 

In this section, a mixed solution of phenol and ethanol was used to investigate which 
solvent is preferentially incorporated in the porous crystals of sPS and sPPMS. Figure 8(A) 
shows the infrared spectra of (a) phenol/ethanol=5/95 mixed solution, (b) the cast-
crystallized sPS after soaking in a phenol/ethanol=5/95 mixed solution and (c) the melt-
quenched sPS after soaking in the same mixed solution. The OH stretching mode for the 
mixed solution of phenol and ethanol exhibited a broad peak. This is because there  
are interactions between the solvents due to hydrogen bonding. The cast-crystallized sPS 
showed a peak at 3592 cm-1. This wavenumber is not identical with that of phenol at 3540 
cm-1. Rather this peak can be assumed to be from ethanol by referencing to our previous 
paper.[34] This indicates that only ethanol was incorporated in the pores of  
cast-crystallized δe-sPS. Since the pore size in the cast-crystallized δe-sPS is not large 
enough for phenol molecules, only ethanol molecules would be preferentially 
incorporated. The phenol is not incorporated in the pore of cast-crystallized δe-sPS, but is 
in the newly crystallized δ-sPS. When the melt-quenched sPS was soaked in the mixed 
solution, a very small peak around 3540 cm-1 was observed, indicating that the phenol 
molecules had induced the formation of δe-sPS. However most of solvent molecules are 
settled in the non-crystalline region in which there are interactions due to hydrogen 
bonding.  

Figure 8(B) shows the infrared spectra of (a) phenol/ethanol=5/95 mixed solution, (b) the 
cast-crystallized sPPMS after soaking in a phenol/ethanol=5/95 mixed solution, and (c), the 
melt-quenched sPPMS after soaking in the same mixed solution. The hydrogen bond-free 
OH stretching mode was observed for the cast-crystallized sPS. However, it is worth noting 
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that two peaks were also observed at 3592 and 3540 cm-1, which are assignable to the OH 
stretching modes due to ethanol and phenol, respectively. This indicates that both ethanol 
and phenol were incorporated in the pores of sPPMS. The fact that the pore size in the cast-
crystallized sPPMS is large enough for both ethanol and phenol allowed them both to 
incorporate. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Infrared spectra for the cast-crystallized (a) and melt-quenched (b) sPS (A) and sPPMS (B) 
after soaking in phenol/ethanol=5/95 for 24 h. The peaks at 3540 cm-1 and 3592 cm-1 are assignable to the 
OH stretching mode of phenol and ethanol free from hydrogen bonding, respectively. Nakaoki et al. 

In conclusion, sPS preferentially incorporates ethanol, but both ethanol and phenol absorb 
in sPPMS. This difference resulted from the different pore sizes of sPS and sPPMS. 

4. Conclusions 

The absorption of phenol into the porous structure of sPS and sPPMS was investigated by 
infrared spectroscopy. The IR OH stretching mode of phenol for the cast-crystallized sPS 
and sPPMS films was observed at 3540 cm-1, which corresponds to molecules that are free 
from hydrogen bonding. This implies that the phenol molecule is isolated from others by 
incorporation into the nanopores of the crystal. When amorphous films of sPS and sPPMS 
were soaked in a phenol solution, a hydrogen-bonded peak around 3300 cm-1 was 
observed. This peak was assigned to phenol molecules existing in the non-crystalline 
phase. In addition, a peak at 3540 cm-1 was observed for both sPS and sPPMS, indicating 
that the formation of a porous crystal was induced by phenol. The diffusion coefficient of 
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phenol into the pores of cast-crystallized sPPMS was larger than that for the cast-
crystallized sPS. This is due to the large pore size of sPPMS resulting from the methyl 
group attached to the phenyl group of the polymer. In contrast, diffusion in non-
crystalline phase was much faster than that in the pores of the crystal. This can be 
interpreted to mean that no hindrance, such as a crystal, to transport exists in the random 
chain case. The number of phenol molecules in the pore of a crystal was calculated from 
the crystallinity and the concentration of phenol in the film. One pore in the cast-
crystallized sPS and sPPMS contains 1.2 and 2.0 phenol molecules. It is worth noting that 
the pore in the δe-sPS, which was prepared by casting from m-xylene was too small for 
phenol molecules to be incorporated. Therefore the phenol molecules were only 
incorporated in newly crystallized δ-sPS during the measurement. In contrast, sPPMS can 
incorporate solvent not only in the nanoporous crystal, but also in the newly induced 
crystals because its pores are large enough to accommodate a phenol molecule. When 
these films were soaked in a mixed solution of phenol/ethanol, the cast-crystallized δe-sPS 
only incorporated ethanol molecules, but the cast-crystallized sPPMS incorporated both 
phenol and ethanol molecules. This can be explained as due to the small pores in sPS but 
a large enough space for both molecules in sPPMS. 
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